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1.0 Introduction 
 

This guide has been prepared to assist Private Hire Drivers in preparation for their knowledge tests. Given 

the digital age we live in we often over rely on our smart phones or sat navs for directions. We need to 

ensure that our drivers are able to route plan using a map or map book in the eventuality of electronic 

devices do not work or are even owned by a prospective driver. 

If you are not familiar with using a map, working out directions or knowing your north from your south then 

this guide will be of real benefit. This guide is based on using the Surrey Street Atlas Colour 5th Edition. 

This is the map book we conduct our knowledge tests with, there are newer published versions of this map 

book, it is worth noting that the page numbers for streets are unlikely to be the same between versions. 

2.0 Map Reading Basics 

 

North, South, East and West are points of the compass. Unless otherwise stated you can assume north is 

at the top of the page or map, south at the bottom, east on the right and west on the left. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Road names and numbers aren’t always that noticeable from a map so you may need to follow a road up 

and down the map to find its name and or number out. 

 
 
 
 
 

North 

South 

East West 
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3.0 Using a Street Atlas 
 
 

Key to Symbols: 

The symbol key shows the difference between types of roads, railways, footpaths, waterways and 

boundaries as well as notable places such as hospitals, churches and so on. 

The Key shows the scale of the map and shows adjoining page indicators and overlap bands also.  

 

  Types of road 

  Notable places 

  Obstruction to traffic 

  Boundaries, railways etc 

  Waterways 

  Page navigation 

  Abbreviations 

  Scale 

 

The Key to the map pages shows how the street atlas is set out and where the pages are: 
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Route planning pages give an overview of the main roads covered by the map and help you plan for longer 

journeys. 

 

The main atlas pages help you find your way around the Borough and beyond.  
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The Index page is located at the rear of the atlas and this sets out the road names in alphabetical order.  

 

Here is an example, let’s find Glover’s Road, Reigate. Firstly we look in the index at the back of the atlas 

and locate the road. We then check it is in the right town or location as there could be multiple roads with 

the same names, we can see another Glover’s Road exists in Charlwood. 
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We can see that Glover’s Road is on page 139 of the atlas in box B8. 

 

Glover’s Road, Reigate.  

 

On the top and bottom of the atlas page it shows us some useful navigation information. This information is 

explained below by the arrows for the top of the page. 

 

Road names that don’t fit on the atlas 

 

Page number to go East 

Page Number to go North 

A similar process would be followed for the arrows at the bottom of the page.  
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Sometimes a route may cross map pages.  

The example below shows that the A217 Bell Street is on page 139 A8 and it continues north. It will 

reappear on the bottom of box A1 on page 118. 

 

 

Straight across the join   Will appear in the left of box A7 of page 140 

If a road continues off the map say to the right or east of the map we can see that it would show up again 

on page 140. E.g St Johns Road is in box F7 it will continue to the east and be found on box A7. 

 

4.0 Concluding comments 

 

Hopefully you have found this quick guide useful and informative. Please ensure you look at our example 

knowledge test paper as well. This can be found on our knowledge test page on our website. You will be 

able to see the type of map reading questions we ask and you or a friend will then be able to make up your 

own practice questions.   

 

 Document End 

 


